
Isospin symmetry and its breaking in nulear strutureB. Blank,∗ L. Bonneau,† and N. Smirnova‡Centre d'Etudes Nuléaires de Bordeaux-Gradignan (CNRS/IN2P3 � UniversitéBordeaux 1) Chemin du Solarium, BP 120, 33175 Gradignan, FraneNguyen Van Giai§Insitut de Physique Nuléaire, Université Paris-Sud (CNRS/IN2P3), F91406 Orsay edex, FraneP. Van Isaker¶Grand Aélérateur National d'Ions Lourds (GANIL),CEA/DSM � CNRS/IN2P3, BP 55027, F-14076 Caen Cedex 5, FraneWorkshop of the Espae de Struture Nuléaire Théorique26 � 29 Avril 2011CEA/SPhN, Orme des Merisiers, build. 703, room 125, F-91191 Gif-sur-Yvette CedexI. PROBLEMATICThe isospin symmetry is an approximate, but very useful symmetry of atomi nulei. For many years, it serves asa stringent guideline for the onstrution of the nuleon-nuleon interation. Some nulear models suh as the shellmodel are often onstruted to be expliitly isospin onserving. For other models, suh as self-onsistent models basedon energy density funtionals, the wave funtions are onstruted without making expliit referene to isospin at all,whih is onsequently broken in an unphysial manner.However, for a large lass of problems the expliit physial breaking of isospin symmetry must be onsidered andwell ontrolled theoretially. This inludes the ases when a nuleus serves as a laboratory for preision tests of thefundamental symmetries underlying the Standard Model of the eletroweak interation.� Superallowed 0
+ → 0

+ transitions : test of CVC and evaluation of Vud. The measurement of lifetimes,deay branhing ratios and Q-values of superallowed 0
+ → 0

+ transitions, has been a subjet of intense studiesfor many deades. The onstany of the orreted Ft values of these transitions, obtained from the measured ftvalues after orreting them for eletromagneti and nulear struture e�ets, would signify the onstany of thevetor oupling onstant GV , a key part of the CVC hypothesis. One established, the Vud matrix element of theCabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix an be extrated, whih is involved in a top-row unitarity test ofthe CKM matrix.For the moment, ft-values for 13 transitions are known with a preision of the order 0.1%, providing thus thebest auray for the extrated GV . Other nulei are being a subjet of intensive experimental studies.The largest unertainty in the extration of the orreted Ft value is due to the isospin-symmetry breakingorretion whih has to be estimated theoretially. Estimations of this orretion, done within various mirosopinulear struture models, vary in magnitude and there is no auray limit being worked out yet.� T = 1/2 mirror transitions : test of CVC and evaluation of Vud. The T = 1/2 mirror transitions havereently been proposed as an alternative way to extrat the absolute Ft-value and Vud matrix element, providedanother experimental observable is known, suh as the beta-neutrino angular orrelation oe�ient, the beta-asymmetry or neutrino-asymmetry parameter. The urrent auray of the extrated Vud is omparable and evenslightly better than that obtained from the neutron deay. Again, theoretial alulations of isospin-symmetrybreaking orretions for both Fermi and Gamow-Teller transitions are vital.
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2� G-parity non-onserving terms of the axial-vetor weak urrentIndued tensor terms in the axial-vetor weak urrent, whih is not onstrained by PCAC, may in priniplemanifest itself in nulear β-deay. First, it an be determined in orrelation experiments, when one measuresthe orrelation between the nulear spin and the momentum of the emitted β-partile in the deay of orientedsystems, or the orrelation between the momentum of the emitted β-partile and of the radiation from a daughterstate (β-α or β-γ orrelations). In addition, indued tensor terms may ontribute to the asymmetry of mirrorGamow-Teller transitions. Preise theoretial alulations of isospin-symmetry breaking e�ets, espeially for thelatter ase, are required.Thus, it is ruial to have a �rm knowledge about the isospin impurities in nulear states and valid theoretialpreditions for the ases involved in the tests of fundamental symmetries desribed above. In addition, there is asubstantial interest from a nulear struture point of view to understand and to desribe the isospin-symmetry breakinge�ets in nulear states, suh as isospin-symmetry violation in nulear mirror spetra and transitions andrates of isospin-forbidden proesses on nulei :� mirror energy di�erenes� di�erene in mirror eletromagneti transition rates� isospin-forbidden nuleon emission (β-delayed proton emission, β-delayed two-proton emission)� isospin-forbidden 0
+ → 0

+ β-deay (transitions between non-analogue states)� isospin-forbidden Fermi omponent in Gamow-Teller dominated Jπ → Jπ (J 6= 0) β-deay� E1-transitions in self-onjugated nulei (N = Z)� and so onThese manifestations of the isospin-symmetry breaking in nulear states provide stringent tests for the nulear models.Many of suh measurements have been undertaken in reent years due to the development of experimental tehniquestowards the study of more proton-rih and heavier nulei along the N = Z line. Searh for new phenomena whihould shed light on isospin-symmetry violation is of importane.Theoretial desription of the isospin-symmetry breaking in nulei is a hallenging task. On a fundamental level,the isospin symmetry breaking is due to the eletromagneti interations and the di�erene in masses between up anddown quarks. Derivation of isospin-symmetry breaking omponents of the nuleon-nuleon interation, for example, inthe framework of hiral e�etive �eld theory, has largely progressed in the last years. This an be extremely bene�ialfor ab-initio alulations for very light nulei, where the methods of solution an exploit the bare nuleon-nuleoninterations. However, up to now, many-body alulations for heavier nulei require knowledge of e�etive fores,whih at present are all based on di�erent types of parameterizations. Thus, experimental measurements whih anshed light onto the magnitude of isospin impurities in nulear states and provide onstraints to nulear struturemodels are extremely important.Theoretial alulations of isospin symmetry breaking in N ≈ Z nulei have been performed by di�erent groups andwithin di�erent approahes. Starting from the earlier hydrodynamial model alulations and simplisti shell-modelevaluations of the Coulomb e�ets, more re�ned mirosopi models have been developed. Although the Coulombfore is largely dominating in nulei as a soure of isospin-symmetry breaking, understanding of the Nolen-Shi�eranomaly and preise reprodution of mirror energy di�erenes required onsideration of isospin-nononserving (INC)nulear fores in an e�etive interation.Within the shell model, the most ambitious realisti INC Hamiltonians are based on a well-established nulearHamiltonian within the isospin-symmetry onept and an empirial isospin-symmetry breaking two-body interationis added as a perturbation. The strength parameters of the INC part (proton-proton, neutron-neutron and proton-neutron interations) of the Hamiltonian are found by the requirement to reprodue the experimentally observedsplitting of the isobari mass multiplets. An extended data base of the experimental mirror energy di�erenes andtremendous progress in large-sale shell-model alulations may lead to a new lass of INC Hamiltonians. At the sametime, appliations of the shell model to the alulation of isospin-symmetry breaking orretions for nulear β deay,mentioned above, require the hange of the radial part of the wave funtions from the harmoni osillator ones to themore realisti spherial potential (Woods-Saxon or Hartree-Fok). This leads to more unertainty and requires moreonstraints to �x the spherially symmetri potential.Within the nulear Energy Density Funtional Theory, the prinipal hallenge is to separate its inherent spuriousbreaking of isospin symmetry from the physial one. It is only very reently that isospin mixing and superallowed Fermitransition matrix elements ould be obtained by diagonalization of the Coulomb interation in a many-body basis builtfrom an isospin and angular-momentum projeted Hartree�Fok solution (i.e. negleting pairing). A omplementaryattempt to alulate these observables is based on the Higher Tamm�Dano� approximation (a highly trunated shellmodel built on a Hartree�Fok solution) and emphasizes the role of pairing orrelations (unprojeted basis)Relativisti RPA alulations have reently been developed and applied to the alulations of the isospin-symmetrybreaking orretion to the superallowed Fermi transition matrix element. The results, being not very muh sensitiveto the e�etive interation hosen, di�er from existing shell-model preditions, thus augmenting the unertainty of



3our knowledge on the orretion.An extensive theoretial study of suh properties might also provide useful limits of aeptable parameter valuesin many of the mirosopi many-body approahes desribed above. A spei� example of this might be the ratio of
T = 0 over T = 1 omponents of the residual interation (or its equivalent in the so-alled Energy Density Funtionalapproah) whose knowledge still remains rather elusive.II. GOALS OF THE WORKSHOPThe goals of the workshop are1. To present reent developments in the theoretial desription of the the physial breaking of isospin-symmetryin nulei, and its manifestation within mirosopi many-body approahes : ab-initio alulations, the nulearshell model and methods based on nulear density funtional theory ; to organize a ritial disussion on theability of di�erent many-body models to reah the required preision and possible onstraints from experiments ;2. To present reent results on preision measurements onerning isospin-symmetry violating proesses and isospinimpurities ;3. To disuss details of theoretial alulations of isospin mixing and of isospin-symmetry breaking orretions tosuperallowed 0

+ → 0
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